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Abstract—Linear spectral mixture analysis (LSMA) has been
widely used in subpixel analysis and mixed-pixel classification.
One commonly used approach is based on either the least square
error (LSE) criterion such as least squares LSMA or the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) such as orthogonal subspace projection
(OSP). Unfortunately, it is known that such criteria are not necessarily optimal for pattern classification. This paper presents
a new and alternative approach to LSMA, called Fisher’s
LSMA (FLSMA). It extends the well-known pure-pixel-based
Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis to LSMA. Interestingly,
what can be done for the LSMA can be also developed for
the FLSMA. Of particular interest are two types of constraints
imposed on the LSMA, target signature-constrained LSMA and
target abundance-constrained LSMA, which can be also derived in parallel for the FLSMA, to be called feature-vectorconstrained FLSMA (FVC-FLSMA) and abundance-constrained
FLSMA (AC-FLSMA), respectively. Since Fisher’s ratio used by
the FLSMA is a more appropriate classification criterion than
the LSE or SNR used for the LSMA, the FVC-FLSMA improves
over the classical least squares based LSMA and SNR-based
OSP in mixed-pixel classification. Similarly, the AC-FLSMA also
improves abundance-constrained least squares based LSMA in
quantification of abundance fractions.
Index Terms—Abundance-constrained Fisher’s linear spectral mixture analysis (AC-FLSMA), feature-vector-constrained
Fisher’s linear spectral mixture analysis (FVC-FLSMA), Fisher’s
linear discriminant analysis (FLDA), Fisher’s linear spectral mixture analysis (FLSMA), linearly constrained discriminant analysis
(LCDA), mixed-pixel classification.

N OMENCLATURE
AC-FLSMA
AFCLS-FLSMA
ANC
ASC
CEM
FCLS
FVC-FLSMA
FLDA
FLSMA
LCDA
LCMV
LSMA
OSP
LSOSP

Abundance-constrained FLSMA.
Abundance fully constrained least squares
FLSMA.
Abundance nonnegativity constraint.
Abundance sum-to-one constraint.
Constrained energy minimization.
Fully constrained least squares.
Feature-vector-constrained FLSMA.
Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis.
Fisher’s LSMA.
Linearly constrained discriminant analysis.
Linearly constrained minimum variance.
Linear spectral mixture analysis.
Orthogonal subspace projection.
Least squares orthogonal subspace projection (a posteriori OSP).
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RMFD
TCIMF

Correlation matched filter-based distance.
Target-constrained interference-minimized
filter.
I. I NTRODUCTION

T

WO major issues of interest in remote-sensing image
processing but never encountered in the traditional twodimensional (2-D) image processing or three-dimensional
(3-D) video processing are subpixels and mixed pixels. Due to
the use of spectral channels in various wavelengths, an image
pixel is actually a pixel vector, of which each component is
a single pixel in an image acquired by a particular spectral
channel. As a result, it is often the case that different substances
can be diagnosed by their spectral properties in a single pixel
vector. Such a substance may appear in either at subpixel scale
or a form mixed by other substances in a pixel vector. In
order to perform data analysis caused by subpixels and mixed
pixels, pure-pixel-based traditional image processing may not
be directly applicable or effective. Instead, a common approach,
referred to as LSMA or linear spectral unmixing, is generally
used for this purpose [1]–[3]. It models an image pixel vector as
an admixture linearly mixed by substances that are assumed to
be present in the pixel vector. Accordingly, the LSMA actually
performs abundance-fraction estimation for each substance in a
pixel vector so as to achieve classification, which is opposed to
the class-map labeling process performed by pure-pixel-based
image processing.
Many algorithms have been developed for the LSMA in
subpixel analysis [3], [4] and mixed-pixel classification [1]–[3],
[5]–[13]. Despite that it has been shown in [10]–[13] that
constrained LSMA actually produced better results than unconstrained LSMA in abundance estimation, the LSMA is
generally preferred and implemented as unconstrained spectral unmixing. This is because the constrained LSMA cannot
be solved analytically and must rely on numerical solutions
[10]–[13], compared to the unconstrained LSMA that has
closed-form solutions, such as least squares based LSMA approaches [3], [5]–[9], signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)-based OSP
[6]–[9], and Mahalanobis distance-based Gaussain maximum
likelihood estimation (GMLE) [7]. These approaches to unconstrained LSMA are second-order statistics-based techniques
and arrive at the same matched filter [3]. Consequently, they
can be considered least square error (LSE)-based approaches.
However, according to Juang and Katagiri [14], the LSE is not
necessarily the best criterion to measure classification error. It
is known that the FLDA is one of the major methods widely
used in pattern classification [15]. It makes use of the socalled Fisher’s ratio, the ratio of between-class scatter matrix
to within-class scatter matrix, as a criterion to generate a set
of feature vectors that can constitute a feature space for better
classification. Since the FLDA-generated feature vectors are
not necessarily orthogonal, an alternative approach to FLDA
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was developed by Soltanian-Zadeh et al. [16], where Fisher’s
ratio was replaced with the ratio of interdistance to intradistance
so that its generated feature vectors could be aligned along
mutual orthogonal directions. This approach was shown to be
successful in magnetic resonance (MR) image classification.
Recently, the approach of Soltanian-Zadeh et al. was further
extended to LCDA by Du and Chang for hyperspectral image
classification to improve LSMA classification [17]. Technically
speaking, the feature vectors obtained in [16] and [17] are not
Fisher’s feature vectors because the interdistance to intradistance ratio of Soltanian-Zadeh et al.’s is not Fisher’s ratio.
Second, the feature vectors were not designed for mixed-pixel
classification. In principle, the FLDA is a pure-pixel-based
class-labeling technique where the clustering procedure is performed based on interpixel spatial correlation among data samples. Therefore, when it is applied to remote-sensing images,
it was implemented in a simple and straightforward manner
on a pure-pixel basis. Consequently, the FLDA produces a
class-labeled map that is different from grayscale fractionalabundance maps generated by the LSMA.
This paper revisits the FLDA and presents a new approach,
referred to as FLSMA, which can be considered as a mixedpixel classification version of the FLDA. It directly extends
the FLDA to perform subpixel detection and mixed-pixel classification rather than pure-pixel classification. Therefore, an
immediate benefit from such extension is subpixel detection,
which cannot be accomplished by the FLDA. Additionally, like
other mixed-pixel classification techniques, the FLSMA can
also produce grayscale fractional-abundance maps for each of
classes to be classified. In particular, two types of constraints
imposed on the LSMA, target signature-constrained mixedpixel classification [3], [18] and target abundance-constrained
mixed-pixel classification, discussed in [3] and [10]–[13], can
be also derived for the FLSMA. In the LSMA, the former
constrains target signatures of interest along desired directions
to derive an LCMV approach [3], [18], [19], which includes
the CEM [20] as its special case [3], [18]. The latter implements ASC and ANC to derive three least squares abundanceconstrained LSMA approaches, called sum-to-one constrained
least squares (SCLS), nonnegativity constrained least squares
(NCLS), and FCLS [10], [13]. Interestingly, these two types of
constrained approaches can be also developed for the FLSMA.
One is called FVC-FLSMA, similar to constraints imposed on
target signatures. It constrains the FLDA in the sense that the
generated Fisher’s feature vectors are aligned along mutual
orthogonal directions in the same way that both approaches by
Soltanian-Zadeh et al. and the LCDA do for their interdistance
to intradistance ratio-generated feature vectors. The classifier
resulting from the FVC-FLSMA operates a similar functional
form to that implemented by the LCMV classifier except two
crucial differences. One is that the FVC-FLSMA replaces the
sample correlation matrix used in the LCMV classifier with
the within-class scatter matrix. A second difference is that the
FVC-FLSMA classifier is actually a mixed-pixel classification technique using Fisher’s ratio as a classification measure
as opposed to the LCMV classifier, which uses the LSE as
a classification criterion. Therefore, as expected, the FVCFLSMA generally performs better than the LCMV in mixedpixel classification. A second type of constrained approaches
that can be derived from the FLSMA is called AC-FLSMA,
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which imposes constraints on abundance fractions of feature
vectors instead of feature-vector directions. The AC-FLSMA
implements Fisher’s ratio as a criterion for optimality to carry
out mixed-pixel classification while using the LSE to perform
abundance-fraction estimation. Accordingly, three types of ACFLSMA can be further derived, called abundance sum-to-one
constrained-FLSMA (ASCLS-FLSMA), abundance nonnegativity constrained least squares FLSMA (ANCLS-FLSMA),
and AFCLS-FLSMA. According to our conducted experiments
the AC-FLSMA generally estimates abundance fractions more
accurately than its counterpart constrained LSMA.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II develops a feature-vector-constrained FLDA approach
that constrains the FLDA-generated feature vectors along with
mutual orthogonal directions. Section III considers an ACFLSMA that imposes abundance constraints on the FLDAgenerated vectors in the least squares sense. Section IV presents
experiments to conduct a comparative performance between the
FLSMA and other LSMA-based methods. Finally, Section V
concludes some remarks and summarizes the contributions.
II. FVC-FLSMA
The FLDA is one of the most widely used pattern classification techniques in pattern recognition [15]. An application
of the FLDA to hyperspectral image classification was also explored in [3], [16], and [17]. Its strength in pattern classification
lies on the criterion used for optimality, which is called Fisher’s
ratio, defined by the ratio of between-class scatter matrix to
within-class scatter matrix.
More specifically, assume that there are n training sample
vectors {ri }ni=1 for p-class classification, C1 , C2 , . . . , Cp , with
nj being the number of training sample vectors in the jth class
Cj . Let µ be the global meanof the entire training sample
vectors, denoted by µ = (1/n) ni=1 ri , and let µj be the mean
of the trainingsample vectors in the jth class Cj , denoted by
µj = (1/nj ) ri ∈Cj ri . The within-class scatter matrix SW ,
between-class scatter matrix SB , and total scatter matrix are
defined in [15] as follows:
SW =
SB =
ST =

p

j=1
p


Sj ,

where Sj =



(r − µj )(r − µj )T

(1)

r∈Cj

nj (µj − µ)(µj − µ)T

(2)

(ri − µ)(ri − µ)T = SW + SB .

(3)

j=1
n

i=1

By virtue of (1) and (2), Fisher’s ratio (also known as
Rayleigh’s quotient [15]) is then defined by
xT SB x
over vector x.
xT SW x

(4)

The goal of the FLDA is to find a set of feature vectors that
maximize Fisher’s ratio specified by (4). The number of feature
vectors found by Fisher’s ratio is determined by the number of
classes p to be classified, which is p − 1.
In this section, we extend the FLDA to perform mixed-pixel
classification in the sense of Fisher’s ratio. One difficulty in
doing so is that the FLDA-generated feature vectors are not
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image endmembers commonly used in the LSMA. Instead, they
are discriminant vectors that are used to determine decision
boundaries among classes. Therefore, the number of feature
vectors generated by the FLDA is p − 1, which is one less than
the number of image endmembers p assumed to be present in
the image data. The FLDA finds a set of feature vectors via (4)
by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem specified by
S−1
W SB w = ηw

(5)

where η is a generalized eigenvalue. Since the rank of the
between-class scatter matrix SB is only p − 1, there are only
p − 1 nonzero eigenvalues associated with (5).
However, in order to implement the FLDA as an LSMA
technique, we need p feature vectors that can be used to serve as
image endmembers rather than discriminant vectors generated
by (5). One way to mitigate this dilemma was proposed by
Soltanian-Zadeh et al. [16] and Du and Chang [17], who
replaced Fisher’s ratio with the ratio of interdistance to intradistance while constraining the class means along mutual orthogonal directions. As a consequence, the interdistance was shown
to be constant and could be removed from the criterion, which
only involves the within-class scatter matrix SW . In this case,
these class means can be used to represent the desired image
endmembers for the LSMA rather than discriminant vectors and
the within-class scatter matrix SW describes the variance centered at each of the image endmembers. In spite of their success
in MR image classification and hyperspectral image classification, their used criterion was not really Fisher’s ratio. Therefore,
they cannot be considered as FLDA-based approaches. In this
section, we present a Fisher-ratio-based LSMA approach, to
be called FVC-FLSMA, which directly extends the FLDA in
a similar manner that was derived in [17], where its derived
Fisher’s feature vectors are also mutually orthogonal. As a
consequence, Du–Chang’s developed LCDA can be shown
equivalent to the FVC-FLSMA. Because the derivations for the
FVC-LSMA are relatively tedious, their mathematical details
are provided in the Appendix, and only the results that will be
needed for subsequent discussions are summarized as follows.
Let wl be the lth feature vector that maximizes Fisher’s ratio
subject to the constraint that the lth feature vector must be
aligned with the lth class-mean vector µl , but also orthogonal to
other feature vectors {µk }pk=1,k=l . The FVC-FLSMA problem
can be cast by solving
 T

wl SB wl
max
subject to the constraint that
wl
wlT SW wl
wlT µj = δlj ,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ p. (6)
Assume that r is an L-dimensional pixel column vector and M = µ1 µ2 . . . µp  is the class-mean matrix. As
shown in the Appendix, the lth feature vector produced by
the FVC-LSMA wlFVC−FLSMA is given by (A10) where
1l is the lth p-dimensional unit vector specified by 1l =
(0, . . . , 0, 
1 , 0, . . . , 0)T .
l

Operating the wlFVC−FLSMA on the image pixel vector r
yields the abundance fraction of the lth class mean µl , which
is αl , given by
αl = wlFVC−FLSMA

T

r.

(7)

Furthermore, if we define a weight matrix WFVC−FLSMA =
[w1FVC−FLSMA w2FVC−FLSMA · · · wpFVC−FLSMA ] formed by
the p FVC-FLSMA-generated feature vectors, we can obtain
the FVC-FLSMA solution in a matrix form, given by (A14)
(see the Appendix). Applying (A14) to the image pixel vector r
results in the abundance-fraction vector α of the p-dimensional
class-mean vector present in r, which can be estimated by
(A15) with α(r) = (α1 (r), α2 (r), . . . , αp (r))T and αl (r)
obtained by (7). Here, we include r in the notations to indicate
the dependence of the abundance fractions on the pixel vector r.
Since the FVC-LSMA uses (7) to perform mixed-pixel classification, it produces a fractional-abundance image for each of
the classes for classification as does any other mixed-pixel classification technique. The only difference is that the image endmembers used in the LSMA are now replaced by the class-mean
vectors {µk }pk=1 . Therefore, the FVC-generated fractionalabundance images generally require a threshold method such
as the one in [3] to calculate classification rates.
A. Relationship Between FVC-FLSMA and LCMV,
TCIMF, and CEM
Recalling the LCMV classifier in [3] and [18], its weight
matrix ([3, eq. (11.16)] or [18, eq. (6)]) is given by
T −1
WLCMV = R−1
L×L M M RL×L M

= R−1
L×L M

T

M

−T

−1
R−1
L×L M

C
C

(8)

where the matrix C is the constraint matrix and RL×L is the
data correlation matrix.
Now, let Ip×p be the p × p identity matrix. Multiplying Ip×p
on the right of (A15), we can rewrite (A15) as
WFVC−FLSMA = WFVC−FLSMA Ip×p
T −1
= S−1
W M M SW M

−1

Ip×p .

(9)

Comparing (9) against the LCMV-generated weight matrix
specified by (8), an immediate finding is that the FVC-FLSMAgenerated weight matrix given by (9) has the same form as does
(8), where the within-class scatter matrix SW and the identity
matrix Ip×p used by the FVC-LSMA in (9) correspond to the
sample spectral correlation matrix RL×L and the constraint
matrix C used by the LCMV in (8), respectively. The constraint
matrix Ip×p in (9) is exactly the same p constraints wlT µj =
δlj used in (6). Similarly, when the constraint matrix Ip×p in
(9) is replaced by a constraint vector, the lth p-dimensional
unit vector 1l , the resulting weighting matrix WFVC−FLSMA
becomes a weighting vector given by (A10), which corresponds
to the TCIMF [3], [18], [19] with the within-class scatter matrix
SW in (9) replaced by RL×L . If there is only a desired target
signature d constrained by dT w = 1 via (6), (9) turns out to
be the same functional form implemented by the CEM in [3]
and [18]–[20], where the within-class scatter matrix SW and
µl are replaced by the sample correlation matrix RL×L and d,
respectively.
B. Relationship Between FVC-FLSMA and OSP
In analogy with the LCMV, we replace S−1
W in (A10) with
defined by

⊥
PU
,

⊥
PU
= I − U(UT U)−1 UT

(10)
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where U = µ1 · · · µl−1 µl+1 · · · µp . The weighting vector
⊥
wlFVC−FRLSMA resulting from replacing S−1
W in (A10) with PU
in (10) becomes the LSOSP in [3] and [9]
wlLSOSP

=

⊥
PU
M

T

M

−1
⊥
PU
M

α

1l .

(11)

With this interpretation, the FVC-FLSMA can be considered as
an FLDA version of the OSP.
Additionally, we can define a linear transformation by r̂ =
⊥
⊥
PU r and M̂ = PU
M for an image pixel vector r. The resulting
⊥
image with pixel vectors described by r̂ is called the PU
⊥
whitened hyperspectral image. Let µ̂l be the PU
-whitened
⊥
µl . Equation (11) is then
lth class mean defined by µ̂l = PU
reduced to
wlLSOSP = M̂ M̂T M̂

−1

⊥
1l = µ̂T
l PÛ µ̂l

−1

C. Relationship Between FVC-FLSMA and LCDA
Recently, a linearly constrained discriminant analysis approach, called LCDA, was developed by Du and Chang [17],
where the within-class and between-class scatter matrices were
replaced by intradistance and interdistance, respectively, with
the class means aligned with mutual orthogonal directions.
As shown in [17], the LCDA solution had the same equation
specified by (A10). Therefore, the LCDA is essentially the
FVC-FLSMA. Furthermore, the total scatter matrix ST is the
sum of within-class scatter matrix SW and between-class scatter matrix SB in (3) and is a constant matrix. The problem
specified by (6) can be further shown to be equivalent to finding
wl that satisfies
wl

for 1 ≤ j ≤ p.
wl∗

wl

−1

−1

(r − Mα)T SW2 SW2 (r − Mα)
−1

= (r − Mα)T SW2
−1

−1

= SW2 r − SW2 Mα

T

−1

SW2 (r − Mα)

T

−1

−1

SW2 r − SW2 Mα

= (r̃ − M̃α)T (r̃ − M̃α)

(16)

which becomes exactly the same least squares mixing problem
considered in the LSMA


min (r̃ − M̃α)T (r̃ − M̃α)
(17)
α

−1/2

−1/2

with r̃ = SW r and M̃ = SW M. Due to the fact that the
process carried out in (16) is similar to the whitening process
performed by the covariance matrix in signal detection theory
[21], it is referred to as an SW -whitened process and (17) is
called SW -whitened least squares LSMA.
By virtue of the SW -whitened least squares LSMA,
we can

impose two commonly used constraints α ≥ 0 or pj=1 αj = 1
to obtain three types of abundance-constrained least squares
FLSMA problems described as follows, which are similar to
those discussed in [3], [10], and [13]: abundance sum-to-one
constrained least squares (ASCLS), abundance nonnegativity
constrained least squares (ANCLS), and FCLS problems:
1) ASCLS-FLSMA problem;
p



min (r̃ − M̃α)T (r̃ − M̃α) subject to
αj = 1 (18)
α

j=1

(13)
S−1
T M

The solution to (13) can be obtained by
=
−1
(MT S−1
M)
1
,
which
turns
out
to
be
the
same
as
(A10).
As
l
T
shown in [3], the total scatter matrix ST was related to the data
training sample covariance matrix Σ by ST = N · Σ, where N
is total number of training samples. Using this fact, the problem
specified by (13) is also equivalent to the following problem
min wlT Σwl subject to wlT µj = δlj ,

Since SW is positive definite, we express S−1
W as a square of its
−1/2
−1/2 −1/2
−1
square-root form SW by SW = SW SW . Consequently,
T −1
the S−1
W -weighted LSE in (15) (r −Mα) SW (r − Mα) can
be simplified as follows:

⊥
µ̂l (12)
PÛ

⊥
where Û = [µ̂1 · · · µ̂l−1 µ̂l+1 · · · µ̂p ] and µ̂j = PÛ
µj , for 1 ≤
⊥
j ≤ p. If we let PÛ = I, (12) is further reduced to wlLSOSP =
−1
(µ̂T
l µ̂l ) µ̂l , which is exactly the same matched filter used
by the LSOSP [3] with the matched signature specified by the
desired signature µ̂l .

min wlT ST wl subject to wlT µj = δlj ,

squares problem resulting from the FLSMA with no constraints
imposed on the abundance-fraction vector α

(15)
min (r − Mα)T S−1
W (r − Mα) .

for 1 ≤ j ≤ p. (14)

The solution to (14) is also wl∗ = Σ−1 M(MT Σ−1 M)−1 1l ,
which is also the same as (A10).
III. AC-FLSMA
It should be noted that the FVC-FLSMA solution solved by
(7) or (A15) is not abundance-constrained in the sense that there
is no constraint imposed on the abundance vector α. Therefore,
the FVC-FLSMA solution does not 
guarantee that α ≥ 0 (that
is, αj ≥ 0, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ p) and pj=1 αj = 1. In order to
obtain an AC-FLSMA, we first consider the following least

2) ANCLS-FLSMA problem;


min (r̃ − M̃α)T (r̃ − M̃α) subject to α ≥ 0 (19)
α

3) AFCLS-FLSMA problem;


min (r̃ − M̃α)T (r̃ − M̃α)
α

subject to α ≥ 0 and

p


αj = 1.

(20)

j=1

The above three abundance-constrained least squares FLSMA
problems are precisely the same least squares problems considered in the LSMA [3], [10], [13]. Therefore, (18)–(20) can be
solved exactly by the same methods that solve constrained least
squares LSMA in [3], [10], and [13].
IV. E XPERIMENTS
This section conducts two sets of experiments, computer
simulations and real-image experiments, to demonstrate the
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Fig. 1. (a) Spectral band number 170 of the cuprite AVIRIS image scene. (b) Spatial positions of five pure pixels corresponding to minerals: alunite (A),
buddingtonite (B), calcite (C), kaolinite (K), and muscovite (M). (c) Five mineral spectra extracted from (b). (d) Alteration map available from USGS [22].

utility of the FLSMA. For abundance-constrained methods,
only experiments that implemented the FCLS and AFCLSFLSMA were included in this section for comparative analysis
due to limited space. Nevertheless, according to our conducted
experiments, the other two types of the abundance-constrained
least squares FLSMA also performed better than their counterparts in least squares LSMA.
The image data set used in experiments is available in
reflectance units, after being calibrated and atmospherically
corrected by the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) team at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. It is
the well-known AVIRIS image scene, available online [22]
and shown in Fig. 1(a), which was collected over the cuprite
mining site, Nevada, in 1997. This 224-band scene is wellunderstood mineralogically, and has reliable ground truth where
the five pure pixels were selected based on the ground truth
corresponding to the five different minerals alunite (A), buddingtonite (B), calcite (C), kaolinite (K), and muscovite (M),
which are white circled and labeled by A, B, C, K, and M in
Fig. 1(b) with their corresponding spectra shown in Fig. 1(c).
These pixels were carefully verified using laboratory spectra
provided by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) (available
from http://speclab.cr.usgs.gov). Fig. 1(d) also shows an alteration map for some of the minerals, which was generalized
from the ground map provided by the USGS [22] and obtained
by Tricorder SW version 3.3. It should be noted that this
radiometrically calibrated and atmospherically corrected data
set available online from http://aviris.jpl.nasa.gov is provided in
reflectance units with 224 spectral channels where the data had

been calibrated and atmospherically rectified using the ACORN
software package. It was recommendation that bands 1–3,
105–115, and 150–170, due to low water absorption and low
SNR in those bands, be removed prior to data processing. As a
result, a total number of 189 bands were used for experiments,
as shown in Fig. 1(c).
With availability of the ground truth about this image scene,
the cuprite image data in Fig. 1 has been widely used for
hyperspectral image analysis. In this paper, we also used this
image scene as a standard test site to conduct performance
evaluation and analysis.
A. Computer Simulations
In order to substantiate the FLSMA, we simulated a synthetic
image with size of 200 × 200 pixel vectors with 25 panels of
various sizes, which are arranged in a 5 × 5 matrix and located
at the center of the scene shown in Fig. 2(a). These 25 panels
in Fig. 2(a) were implanted in the image background in a way
that the background pixels were replaced with the implanted
panel pixels where the background was simulated by a single
signature b obtained by averaging pixels in the square area
located at upper right corner in Fig. 1(a) marked by A. Finally,
this synthetic image with the 25 implanted panels was corrupted
by a simulated white Gaussian noise to achieve an SNR of 20 : 1
defined in [6]. The resulting noisy synthetic image is shown in
Fig. 2(b). Thus, in this synthetic image scene, there are 100 pure
pixels, 20 mixed pixels, and 10 subpixels, all of which were
simulated by five distinct pure mineral signatures.
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TABLE II
SUBPIXELS IN THE FOURTH AND FIFTH COLUMNS FOR SIMULATIONS

Fig. 2. Synthetic image. (a) Twenty-five simulated panels and (b) synthetic
image having the 25 panels simulated in (a) implanted in the background with
an additive Gaussian noise to achieve an SNR of 20 : 1.
TABLE I
MIXED PANEL PIXELS IN THE THIRD COLUMN FOR SIMULATIONS

Fig. 3. Six targets produced by ATGP.

The five mineral spectral signatures {mi }5i=1 in Fig. 1(c)
were used to simulate these 25 panels, where each row of five
panels was simulated by the same mineral signature and each
column of five panels has the same size. Among the 25 panels
are five 4 × 4 pure-pixel panels pi4×4 , for i = 1, . . . , 5, lined
up in the first column in five separate rows, and five 2 × 2
pure-pixel panels pi2×2 , for i = 1, . . . , 5, lined up in the second
column in five separate rows for pure-pixel classification; the
five 2 × 2 mixed-pixel panels {pi3,jk }2,2
j=1,k=1 , for i = 1, . . . , 5,
lined up in the third column in five separate rows for mixedpixel classification and both the five subpixel panels, pi4,1 for
i = 1, . . . , 5 lined up in the fourth column in five separate rows
and the five subpixel panels pi5,1 , for i = 1, . . . , 5, lined up in
the fifth column in five separate rows for subpixel classification. The purpose of introducing the five panels in the third
column and subpixel panels in the fourth and fifth columns
was designed to conduct a study and analysis on five mineral
signatures with different mixing in a pixel and five mineral
signatures embedded in single pixels at subpixel scale. Tables I
and II tabulate the mixing details of mineral composition in
the 20 mixed pixels in the third column in Fig. 2(a) and the
five subpixel panels with 50% abundance of mineral signatures
in the fourth column and the five subpixel panels with 25%
abundance of mineral signatures in the fifth column in Fig. 2(a),
respectively.
This synthetic image was particularly designed to evaluate
the performance of the FLSMA in addressing three issues,
classification of pure pixels in the first and second columns,
classification of mixed pixels in the third column, and classification of subpixels with two different abundance fractions in
the fourth and fifth columns.

Three scenarios were conducted for performance evaluation:
1) by comparing the FVC-FLSMA to unconstrained classifiers FLDA and LSOSP; 2) by comparing the FVC-FLSMA
to signature-constrained classifiers CEM and TCIMF; and
3) by comparing the AFCLS-FLSMA to the fully abundanceconstrained classifier FCLS. All the three scenarios were
conducted in an unsupervised manner. That is, no prior knowledge about the synthetic image in Fig. 2(b) was assumed. In
particular, there was no knowledge about how many signatures
would represent the image scene. In this case, we first needed to
determine the number of signatures p required to represent the
scene. In order to resolve this dilemma, a recently developed
concept, called virtual dimensionality (VD) in [3] and [23], was
used to estimate this number, which was six.
Example 1 (FVC-FLSMA Versus Unconstrained Classiﬁers
FLDA and LSOSP): In order to produce a set of six desired
signatures for the synthetic scene, the automatic targetgeneration process (ATGP) developed in [24] was used to find
six targets {ej }6j=1 , which included five panel pixels specified
by all the five different panel signatures {pi }5i=1 and one
background pixel shown in Fig. 3, with the numbers indicating
the order that the six target pixels were generated.
The purpose of this example was to demonstrate the
performance of the FVC-FLSMA in comparison with the
commonly used unconstrained classifiers, the FLDA and
LSOSP, where the FLDA is a best known classical pure-pixel
classifier and the LSOSP is a widely used least squares LSMA.
Since both the FVC-FLSMA and the FLDA required training
samples for classification, the Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM)
was used as a spectral similarity measure with the threshold
set to 0.04 to find pixels that were similar to each of the six
target signatures {ej }6j=1 to form a set of training data for each
of the p classes {Cj }6j=1 . The value of threshold 0.04 was set
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empirically according to our experiments and experience. Then,
the means of each of the six classes were further calculated
{µj }6j=1 to form the desired signature matrix M for the FVCFLSMA and the FLDA. However, for the LSOSP, the target
signature matrix was formed directly by the ATGP-generated
target pixels {ej }6j=1 because LSOSP did not need training
samples. Fig. 4(a)–(c) shows the classification results of the
25 panels in Fig. 2(b) produced by the FVC-FLSMA, FLDA,
and LSOSP, respectively. Since both the FVC-FLSMA and the
LSOSP are mixed-pixel classifiers, they produced grayscale
fractional-abundance images for each of five panel classes in
Fig. 4(a) and (c), respectively. To the contrary, the FLDA is
a pure-pixel-based class-labeling classifier. Thus, the images
shown in Fig. 4(b) are five classification maps, one for each of
panel classes.
As shown in Fig. 4(a)–(c), the FLDA was the worst among
the three classifiers in the sense that it misclassified p14,1 , p54,1
as the second panel signature, and also p24,1 , p44,1 , p15,1 , p25,1 ,
p45,1 , p55,1 as the third panel signature. Comparing Fig. 4(a)–(c),
we also see that the FVC-FLSMA performed better than the
LSOSP in terms of background suppression for panels in the
third row and reduction of the false alarms caused by other
panels. This experiment demonstrated that the FVC-FLSMA
performed the best among the three classifiers in terms of target
detection and classification as well as background suppression
and small false-alarm rate.
Example 2 (FVC-FLSMA Versus Target SignatureConstrained Classiﬁers CEM and TCIMF): This example
was designed to compare the FVC-FLSMA against two
target signature-constrained classifiers CEM and TCIMF [3],
[19]. The FVC-FLSMA implemented in this example was
the same one in Example 1. The CEM was implemented
by considering one of the five ATGP-generated panel
signatures e1 = p5 , e2 = p1 , e4 = p4 , e5 = p2 , e6 = p3 in
Example 1 as a desired target signature d separately, and
was performed for each of five minerals. The TCIMF
was implemented in a similar manner that the CEM was
implemented but it also used the other five ATGP-generated
target pixels for undesired target annihilation. Fig. 5(a)–(b)
shows the classification results of the CEM and TCIMF,
respectively, where the TCIMF performed slightly better than
the CEM did due to the fact that the CEM produced more false
alarms for panels in the third, fourth, and fifth rows.
Now, comparing Fig. 5(b) to Fig. 4(a), both the FVC-FLSMA
and the TCIMF performed comparably, but the FVC-FLSMA
performed slightly better in terms of background suppression
in panels in the third row.
Example 3 (AFCLS-FLSMA Versus Fully AbundanceConstrained Classiﬁer FCLS): This example studies the relative performance of the AFCLS-FLSMA to the FCLS classifier
in [3] and [13], where the required target knowledge used
for both the AFCLS-FLSMA and FCLS was obtained in
Example 1. Since the abundance fractions are of major interest, only fully abundance-constrained classifiers were considered. Fig. 6 graphically plots the abundance fractions of
the panel pixels obtained by the AFCLS-FLSMA and FCLS
for abundance quantification analysis, respectively, where it
clearly shows that the AFCLS-LSMA performed significantly
better than the FCLS according to the accuracy of estimated
abundance fractions plotted in Fig. 6 for all 130 pure and

mixed panel pixels plus subpixel panels. Additionally, the
LSEs calculated for the AFCLS-FLSMA and FCLS were 0.176
and 0.884, respectively, which further demonstrated that the
AFCLS-FLSMA outperformed the FCLS.
B. Real-Image Experiments
In this section, the AVIRIS cuprite image scene in Fig. 1(a)
was used for experiments. One major difference between the
real cuprite image scene and the simulated synthetic image in Fig. 2(b) used for computer simulations is that the
image background in Fig. 1 was unknown compared to the image background in Fig. 2(b), which was simulated by complete
knowledge.
Since no prior knowledge about the cuprite scene is available,
two preprocessing steps are needed prior to implementation
of the FLSMA. One is to determine the number of classes in
the image data. If we translate that each class is represented
by one spectrally distinct signature, the number of classes can
be determined by the number of spectrally distinct signatures
present in the data, which can be estimated by VD. Table III lists
the values of the VD with various false-alarm probabilities PF .
For our experiments, the VD was chosen to be 22, with
the false-alarm probability PF = 10−4 . To find these 22 distinct signatures, ATGP was also implemented for this purpose.
Fig. 7 shows the found 22 target pixels {tk }22
k=1 with numbers
indicating the orders that target pixels were found. Since each
of the 22 target pixels represents one single distinct class, a
second preprocessing is to find training samples for each of
the 22 target classes, denoted by {Ci }22
i=1 . It has been shown
in [3] that the CEM is very effective in target detection. Therefore, the CEM was used for our experiments to find training
samples {Ci }22
i=1 , where the threshold selected for the CEM
was empirically set to 0.4. Table IV provides the numbers of
training samples found for each of 22 classes {Ci }22
i=1 , where
the numbers in the top row indicate class numbers and the
numbers in the bottom row are the number of training samples
found by the CEM for each of the 22 classes.
In order to find which ATGP-generated target pixels are
specified by five minerals, a spectral measure is required for
identification. According to recent results reported in [25], the
RMFD defined by
−1
RMFD(ti , tj ) = tT
i R tj

(21)

was shown to perform significantly better and more effectively than did the commonly used pixel level-based SAM in
discrimination and identification of subpixels and mixed pixels
for real hyperspectral images, where the matrix R is the sample
correlation matrix and ti and tj are two target pixels to be
discriminated. Therefore, the RMFD was used to identify the
22 ATGP-generated target pixels against the five minerals of
interest A, B, C, K, and M by the RMFD via (21), where
the signatures of the five minerals in Fig. 1(c) were used.
Table V is the identification results of these 22 ATGP-generated
target pixels, where t11 , t5 , t10 , t4 , and t8 were identified and
highlighted by shade as the five minerals A, B, C, K, and M,
respectively. For the methods that involve training samples such
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Fig. 4. Classification results of the 25 panels in Fig. 2(b) produced by the FVC-FLSMA, FLDA, and LSOSP, respectively. (a) FVC-FLSMA, (b) FLDA, and
(c) LSOSP.

Fig. 5.

Classification results of the 25 panels in Fig. 2(b) produced by the CEM and TCIMF, respectively. (a) CEM and (b) TCIMF.

as FVC-FLSMA, FLDA, and AFCLS-FLSMA, the CEM-found
training samples in {Ci }22
i=1 through the 22 ATGP-generated
were
used to form the desired training
target pixels {tk }22
k=1
pool. For the LSOSP and FCLS, the means µ11 , µ5 , µ10 , µ4 ,
and µ8 of the training classes specified by the five pixels t11 ,
t5 , t10 , t4 , and t8 were calculated to form the signature matrix,
while the CEM and TCIMF used the five pixels t11 , t5 , t10 , t4 ,
and t8 as the target pixels.
Fig. 8 also shows the results of the FVC-FLSMA, FLDA,
LSOSP, CEM, and TCIMF, respectively. According to the
ground truth provided in Fig. 1(b) and (d), the FVC-FLSMA
seemed to perform the best in terms of classifying the four
minerals alunite (A), calcite (C), kaolinite (K), and muscovite
(M), except buddingtonite (B) in Fig. 8(a), while the LSOSP
was the worst. Surprisingly, the FLDA also performed reasonable well in the classification of all five minerals. The reason

that the FVC-LSMA performed poorly on the classification
of buddingtonite might be due to the fact that the training
samples were heavily mixed and could not characterize the
buddingtonite. However, such dilemma could be resolved by
imposing abundance constraints on the found training samples,
as shown in Fig. 9, where both the AFCLS-FLSMA and FCLS
significantly improved their unconstrained counterparts. In particular, the AFCLS-FLSMA clearly outperformed the FCLS.
Most interestingly, if we compare the classification result
of buddingtonite in Fig. 8 to that in Fig. 9, the FVC-FLSMA
performed very poorly in Fig. 8(a), but its counterpart, the
AFCLS-FLSMA, turned out to be the best in Fig. 9(a) among
all the unconstrained or abundance-constrained classifiers if
abundance constraints were fully imposed on training samples.
As a comment made previously on simulation results, the
LSOSP and FCLS might perform well if the target signatures
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Fig. 6. Graphical representation of abundance fractions of 130 panel pixels in Fig. 2(b) for visual assessment. (a) One hundred pure-pixel panels in the first and
second columns. (b) Twenty mixed pixels in the third column. (c) Fifty percent subpixel panels in the fourth column. (d) Twenty-five percent subpixel panels in
fifth column.
TABLE III
According to the experiments conducted in this paper, two
VD ESTIMATED FOR THE CUPRITE SCENE WITH VARIOUS
concluding
remarks are noteworthy.
FALSE-ALARM PROBABILITIES

1) The main strength of the FVC-LSMA is its ability in
pattern classification, not in target abundance fractions.
In order to resolve this dilemma, an AC-FLSMA approach can be further developed to accurately estimate
the abundance fractions of mixed pixels and subpixels.
As shown in the experiments, when such abundance
constraints are imposed on the FLSMA, the resulting
performance was significantly improved and better than
the fully constrained spectral unmixing method FCLS.
2) In order to provide consistent experimental results, only
one real hyperspectral image, the cuprite image scene,
was used throughout the paper. As a matter of fact,
many simulation results and real-image experiments have
been conducted and were not included in this paper
to further substantiate our proposed FLSMA due to
limited space. In particular, similar experiments based
on HYperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment
(HYDICE) data were also conducted with similar conclusions in [27].
Fig. 7. ATGP-generated 22 target pixels.

were more accurate. In this case, if we used the five ATGPgenerated target pixels t11 , t5 , t10 , t4 , and t8 to replace the
means of the five training classes as the signature matrix, the
classification results in Fig. 10(a) and (b) show that the LSOSP
performance was significantly improved in Fig. 10(a), while
the FCLS performance remained about the same in Fig. 10(b).
This experiment demonstrated that fully abundance-constrained
classifiers were generally preferred in mixed-pixel classification and subpixel detection.

V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a new approach to LSMA, referred
to as FLSMA, which directly extends the well-known FLDA
to the LSMA in two different ways. One is called featurevector-constrained FLSMA (FVC-FLSMA), which constrains
the Fisher’s ratio-generated feature vectors to mutual orthogonal directions. Another is called AC-FLSMA, which imposes
the sum-to-one and nonnegativity constraints on abundance
fractions in the least squares sense. It has been shown that the
FVC-FLSMA operates the same functional form as the LCMV
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TABLE IV
NUMBER OF TRAINING SAMPLES GENERATED BY CEM FOR EACH CLASS WITH A TOTAL NUMBER OF 710 PIXELS

TABLE V
RMFD-BASED SPECTRAL SIMILARITY VALUES OBTAINED BY COMPARING THE 22 ATGP-GENERATED TARGET
PIXELS {tk }22
k=1 A GAINST THE F IVE M INERAL R EFLECTANCE S IGNATURES IN F IG . 1(c)

classifier does, with the only difference that the data correlation
matrix used in the LCMV is replaced by the within-class
scatter matrix in the FLSMA. Because the within-class scatter
matrix is a more effective measure than the data correlation
matrix in pattern classification, the FVC-FLSMA generally
performs better than the LCMV in mixed-pixel classification
provided that an appropriate set of training sample data is used.
Additionally, the LCDA can be also shown to be the same
as the FVC-FLSMA. As for the AC-FLSMA, there are also
three types of constraints that can be imposed in parallel in
the same fashion that three types of constraints are imposed on
the LSMA. The resulting AC-LSMA is called ASCLS-FLSMA,
ANCLS-FLSMA, and AFCLS-FLSMA, with their respective
counterparts in the abundance-constrained least squares LSMA,
SCLS, NCLS, and FCLS. Since the mixed-pixel classification
is performed by the proposed AC-FLSMA using Fisher’s ratio
as a classification measure and LSE as an abundance estimation criterion, the AC-FLSMA also performs better than the
abundance-constrained least squares LSMA and abundanceunconstrained FVC-FLSMA given that the training data are appropriately selected. As shown in our experiments conducted in
this paper as well as the experiments in [27], the unsupervised
FLSMA can perform as well as the FLSMA can if the training
data generated unsupervisedly provide sufficient representative
samples for each of classes. Furthermore, the performance of
the FLSMA relies heavily on the training samples. If the image
is ill represented by a given sample pool, the FLSMA may
perform poorly.

A PPENDIX
In this appendix, we derive the FVC-LSMA solution to the
problem specified by (6). In analogy with the same argument
developed in [17], the numerator wlT SB wl can be further
simplified by




p


nj (µj − µ)(µj − µ)T  wl
wlT SB wl = wlT 
j=1
p


= nl − 2

nj δlj wlT µ +

j=1

p


nj wlT µ

wlT µ

T

j=1

(A1)
with µ being the global mean of the sample training data. Since
2
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nl δlj wlT µ = 2
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the wlT SB wl in (A1) can be further reduced to
wlT SB wl = nl − 2



n2l
n




+

n2l
n




= nl −

n2l
n


(A4)
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Fig. 8. Classification results of the five minerals by FVC-FLSMA, FLDA, LSOSP, CEM, and TCIMF, respectively. (a) FVC-FLSMA, (b) FLDA, (c) LSOSP,
(d) CEM, and (e) TCIMF.

which is independent of wl . As a consequence, the FVCFLSMA problem specified by (6) is reduced to the one finding wlFVC−FLSMA , which satisfies the following constrained
optimization problem:
min wlT SW wl subject to wlT µj = δlj ,
wl

for 1 ≤ j ≤ p. (A5)

In order to solve the above problem, we define an objection
function for each wl given by
J(wl ) = wlT SW wl +

p

j=1

λlj wlT µj − δlj

(A6)

where {λlj }p,p
j=1,l=1 are Lagrange multipliers. Differentiating
(A6) with respect to wl yields

p

∂J(wl ) 
FLSMA
=
2S
w
+
λlj µj = 0 (A7)
W
l
∂wl wFVC−FLSMA
j=1
l

which results in
2SW wlFVC−FLSMA +

p


λlj µj

j=1

l
= 2SW wlFVC−FLSMA +
Mλ
 =0
1
l
⇒ wlFVC−FLSMA = −
S−1
W Mλ
2

(A8)
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Classification results of the five minerals produced by AFCLS-FLSMA and FCLS, respectively. (a) AFCLS-FLSMA and (b) FCLS.

Fig. 10. Classification results produced by LSOSP and FCLS using the five ATGP-generated target pixels t11 , t5 , t10 , t4 , and t8 as the target information.
(a) LSOSP and (b) FCLS.

where M = µ1 µ2 · · · µp  and λl = (λl1 , λl2 , . . . , λlp )T is
the Largrange multiplier vector.
Using the constraint that (wlFVC−FLSMA )T µj = δlj for 1 ≤
j ≤ p, the Lagrange multiplier vector λl can be obtained by
λl = −2 MT S−1
WM

−1

1l with 1l = (0, . . . , 0, 
1 , 0, . . . , 0)T.
l

(A9)

Substituting (A9) for λl in (A8) yields the lth weight vector
wlFVC−FLSMA given by
T −1
wlFVC−FLSMA = S−1
W M M SW M

−1

1l .

(A10)

Furthermore, we can even derive a matrix form for
all the optimal solutions {wlFVC−FLSMA }pl=1 for (A5).
If WFVC−FLSMA = w1FVC−FLSMA w2FVC−FLSMA · · ·

wpFVC−FLSMA  and Γ = λ1 λ2 · · · λp , the constraints in (A5)
can be expressed in the following matrix form:
(WFVC−FLSMA )T M = I

(A11)

and (A8) becomes
W

FVC−FLSMA

 
1
=−
S−1
W MΓ.
2

(A12)

Using (A12) and the constraint specified by (A11) we obtain
 
1 T T −1
−1
. (A13)
−
Γ M SW M = I ⇒ ΓT = −2 MT S−1
WM
2
Substituting (A13) into (A12) results in the FVC-FLSMA
solution in a matrix form given by
T −1
WFVC−FLSMA = S−1
W M M SW M
T −1
= S−1
W M M SW M

−T
−1

.

(A14)
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where X−T is defined by X−T ≡ (X−1 )T . Applying the
WFVC−FLSMA to a sample vector r, the abundance vector α(r)
associated with r can be expressed as
α(r) = (WFVC−FLSMA )T r = MT S−1
WM

−1

MT S−1
W r. (A15)
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